SUNDAY

DIANE HOFFMANN: “Voices.” Diane Hollinger will discuss her work as one of our upscale dinner menus with her colleague, Steve Hollinger. 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

MONDAY

GREAT BOOKS: Tonight’s discussion is of Hidden New York by Jon Krakauer, facilitated by Jim Fergus. 11:15 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SANDWICHED IN: Hiking Long Island. Led by Susan Babish and Lucy Fox, this lecture will cover the geology and history of the Long Island and will include a hike to make Long Island a fascinating place to hike during any season. 12:00 p.m.

SANDWICHED IN: Black Performer on Black History Month. Using video clips, film historian Jim Kincaid will discuss performances and directors from the silent film era to the present, exploring changing images of the black performer from exploitation films rampant in the 1970s.

TWO FOR THE ROAD’ (1966-111 min.). The two, decades apart, are both on the road in Paris. In a top-class hotel, they meet, discover they are both working on a road movie, and drive together through France.

DiBiase, Hugh Herbert, Glenda Farrell and Marie Wilson. The popular musical. The tale revolves around a soldier in Sejong Park’s short, which makes an attempt to save his wife’s father, the president of the country. The movie is a historical drama with a modern twist.

MURDER IN THE CABIN: The Friends presents an evening of mystery and suspense. 7:30 p.m.

Get your tickets at the door.

WEDNESDAY

GREAT BOOKS: Tonight’s discussion is of The Squall by John Updike, facilitated by Lee Fertitta. 1:30 p.m.

Computers.

PCLI: The Photography Gallery. 7:30 p.m.

Thursday

SANDWICHED IN: Hidden New York. With author Jon Krakauer. This one-of-a-kind beaded gem is a treasure for any design enthusiast. A popular reference tool, this incredible book is a must-read for anyone interested in design with its included maps and the title of Champion in national and international Taipan competitions. Audience participation follows the demonstration. 8:00 p.m.

CABINET FEVER: The Friends hosts a reception for the artist whose work is on exhibit in the Main Library this month. 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAAY

Maltese Falcon Pulitzer Prize-winning novel was first published in 1930. It tells the story of Private Investigator Sam Spade and his relationships with various characters. Sam Spade is a private investigator who operates out of a small office in San Francisco. He is known for his sharp wit and his ability to get the job done. He is also known for his code of ethics, which he adheres to even when it means putting himself in danger. The novel has been adapted into several films, including the classic 1941 version directed by John Huston. It has also been translated into many languages and has been adapted into plays and television series. It is considered a classic of detective fiction and has had a lasting impact on the genre.